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Oracle Database (commonly referred to as Oracle RDBMS or simply as Oracle) is a multi-model database
management system produced and marketed by Oracle Corporation.. It is a database commonly used for
running online transaction processing (OLTP), data warehousing (DW) and mixed (OLTP & DW) database
workloads.
Oracle Database - Wikipedia
Oracle Technology Network provides services and resources to help developers, DBAs, and architects build,
deploy, manage, and optimize applications using Oracle products and industry-standard technologies.
Oracle Technology Network
Oracle 12c is Oracleâ€™s latest version of their database engine. Learn about all of the new Oracle 12c new
features for developers in this massive guide.
Oracle 12c New Features for Developers - Database Star
Note: If you're looking for a free download links of Murachâ€™s Oracle SQL and PL/SQL for Developers, 2nd
Edition Pdf, epub, docx and torrent then this site is not for you. Ebookphp.com only do ebook promotions
online and we does not distribute any free download of ebook on this site.
Download Murach's Oracle SQL and PL/SQL for Developers
Get rid of all advertisements and get unlimited access to documents by upgrading to Premium Membership.
Upgrade to Premium Now and also get a Premium Badge!
Documents | Club Oracle Forums
8 thoughts on â€œSending secure E-Mails out of the database: SSL/TLS + UTL_SMTP + OpenSSL + ACL +
Walletâ€•
Sending secure E-Mails out of the database - oracle.ninja
Oracle BI Training is 12c may be a distinctive platform that permits customers to uncover new insights and
create quicker, additional au fait business selections by giving agile visual analytics and self-service
discovery beside best-in-class enterprise analytics.
1,329 Oracle Cloud PPTs View free & download | PowerShow.com
Oracle SQL Developer is an Integrated development environment (IDE) for working with SQL in Oracle
databases. Oracle Corporation provides this product free; it uses the Java Development Kit
Oracle SQL Developer - Wikipedia
11g RMAN PL/SQL package CATALOG.DBMS_RCVCAT version 11.02.00.02 in GIS database is not
current.
11g RMAN PL/SQL package CATALOG.DBMS_RCVCAT version 11.02
EBS R12 -- patch analysis, rollback a patch (only in theory, not recommended)
EBS R12 -- patch analysis, rollback a patch (only in
One of my colleagues had an interesting challenge. In an Oracle Database he has a table that contains an
XMLType column. The column contains XML documents with people collections. This data is retrieved and
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transformed inside the database using an XSLT stylesheet, to a format â€“ for example XHTML â€“ that can
be served directlyRead More
Enriching XMLType data using relational data â€“ XQuery and
EBS 12.2 and EBR(Edition Based Definition) , How Online Patching does these things? Lets make a DEMO..
EBS 12.2 and EBR(Edition Based Definition) , How Online
22. What is the Load Balancing Advisory? To assist in the balancing of application workload across
designated resources, Oracle Database 10g Release 2 provides the Load Balancing Advisory.
Mani's Tech Blog: Oracle RAC Interview Questions & Answers
Do you need to accept payments for goods and services via your (APEX) application and would you prefer to
handle the payments in the database via PL/SQL?
Using the PayPal REST API from PL/SQL
Does ODI not allow the direct assignment via in output parameter in a stored procedure? In other words, the
oracle stored procedure MY_PLSQL_PROC, #ODI_var3 is defined as an output parameter in stored
procedure which is assigned to the odi variable ODI_var3.
How to use PL/SQL procedures and functions in ODI
Oracle Application Express is released more frequently than the Oracle Database. To view information about
or download a more current release, see:
Oracle Application Express Release Notes, Release 5.1
Well to begin with we need to create a procedure. That returns cursor. Here I am using a simple procedure
with sample database available in oracle (HR).
Rajendra M. Tambat: Calling Oracle Stored Procedure in
If you want to call a web service over HTTPS from the utl_http or apex_web_service packages in PL/SQL,
you need to set up an Oracle Wallet that contains the SSL certificates of the server you are connecting to
from the database. Setting up an Oracle Wallet is quite straightforward, but it can be a bit of a hassle to
configure a large number of certificates.
How to set up IIS as SSL proxy for utl_http in Oracle XE
When configuring the mod_plsql Database Access Descriptor (DAD), you must set the value of the character
set portion of PlsqlNLSLanguage to AL32UTF8 regardless of the underlying database character set.. The
Database Access Descriptor now contains a parameter for PlsqlRequestValidationFunction.The purpose of
this parameter is to limit the number of procedures which can be invoked through mod_plsql.
Oracle Application Express Release Notes, Release 18.1
I'm looking for a Hash function in PL/SQL, to get the hash of a varchar. I found a package in Oracle 10 called
dbms_crypto with a function dbms_crypto.hash and even other package dbms_sqlhash.getHa...
oracle - Is there any hash function in PL/SQL? - Stack
SPSS24.0ä¸-æ–‡ç ´è§£ç‰ˆ 32/64ä½• é™„å®‰è£…æ•™ç¨‹ 1.6G / ç®€ä½“ä¸-æ–‡ /5.2åˆ†; mysql for
windows v5.7.19 32ä½•/64ä½•å®˜æ–¹ç‰ˆ 81.8M / è‹±æ–‡ /8åˆ†; Oracle 10g 32/64ä½•å®˜æ–¹ç‰ˆ 1.25G /
ç®€ä½“ä¸-æ–‡ /6.9åˆ†; Oracle Database 12cæ-£å¼•ç‰ˆ å•«Win/Linux(é™„å®‰è£…æ•™ç¨‹) 6.47G /
ç®€ä½“ä¸-æ–‡ /6.9åˆ† microsoft sql server 2016 32/64ä½•ç®€ä½“ä¸-æ–‡ç‰ˆ 5.36G / ç®€ä½“ä¸-æ–‡
/7.1åˆ†
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APEX Office Print (AOP) - User Manual. Release 19.1 January 2019. Provided by: 1 About AOP 1.1 Goal.
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APEX Office Print makes printing and exporting (docx, xlsx, pptx, pdf, html, md, txt, csv, ics) in Oracle
Application Express (APEX) or just in PL/SQL a lot easier.
APEX Office Print
Here you find the 25 latest APEX Forum Threads updated every 5 Minutes
apex.world - APEX Forum
Cursos de SQL, PL/SQL e AdministraÃ§Ã£o de Bancos de Dados Oracle. OlÃ¡ Adriano, a FormaÃ§Ã£o DBA
Ã© composta de 3 cursos. O 1Âº (Aprendendo SQL) contÃ©m o conteÃºdo programÃ¡tico do exame
1Z0-051 e 1Z0-061, que sÃ£o os primeiros exames que vocÃª deve fazer para tirar as certificaÃ§Ãµes
OCA/OCP.
FormaÃ§Ã£o DBA Oracle | Blog do DBA/Instrutor FÃ¡bio Prado
With newer versions of client tools, there are multiple options to format the query output. The rest is to spool it
to a file or save the output as a file depending on the client tool.
sql - How do I spool to a CSV formatted file using SQLPLUS
Sonar plugin to analyze messageflows of IBM Integration Bus projects. The SonarQube Message Flow
Plugin is a tool for static code analysis of message flows / integration flows developed for the IBM Websphere
Message Broker / IBM Integration Bus.
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